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ABSTRACT
We derive a formula for the distribution of the length T of the recombination interval containing a

target gene and using N gametes in a region where R kilobases correspond to 1 cM. The formula can be
used to calculate the number of meiotic events required to narrow a target gene down to a specific interval
size and hence should be useful for planning positional cloning experiments. The predictions of this
formula agree well with the results from a number of published experiments in Arabidopsis.

POSITIONAL cloning has been widely used in both gene; R the kb/cM ratio for the genomic region in
question; N the number of gametes to sample (N isplants and animals to isolate genes known only by

their phenotypic effects. Underlying positional cloning equivalent to the number of testcross progeny or two
times the number of F2 progeny); and P the probabilityis the assumption that a gene can be pinpointed with

sufficient precision to narrow its location to a DNA of finding in N gametes a minimum of two crossovers
(one on each side of the target gene) at a physicalsegment small enough to be sequenced and/or sub-

jected to transformation/complementation experiments distance �T.
Then:(Tanksley et al. 1995; Lukowitz et al. 2000).

The chromosomal position of a gene targeted for
P � 1 � (1 � NT/(100R))e�NT/(100R).positional cloning is typically defined by the closest

flanking crossover events. So, if a gene is to be pin- This formula assumes that the kilobase/centimorgan
pointed to a defined segment size, a minimum of two ratio (R) is constant in the region of width 2T centered
crossovers are required, one on either side of the target at the target gene. The formula should be applicable
gene (Figure 1). Theoretically, by having an estimate to plants, animals, and any organism in which screens
of the kilobase to centimorgan ratio for a particular can be made for meiotic recombination. The greatest
genome or genomic region, one can estimate the num- efficiency will be obtained in populations where meiotic
ber of meiotic gametes that one must sample to narrow recombination can be deduced simultaneously for both
the position of the gene to a prescribed physical seg- male and female gametes (e.g., F2 or recombinant inbred
ment of DNA. Surprisingly, despite the large number populations).
of genes that have been isolated by positional cloning To illustrate the use of this formula, suppose that we
and the popularity of this technique, we have been un- are working in a region where 250 kb corresponds to
able to find a published formula for making this calcula- 1 cM and we are interested in a target size of 100 kb,
tion. It is for this reason we herein describe the deriva- the size of a bacterial artificial chromosome. In our
tion of such a formula and its application to positional example with T � 100 kb and R � 250 kb/cM, we show
cloning. the results in Table 1. We have included the middle

column to emphasize the fact that the answer depends
only on the variables through the ratio NT/(100R). OneTHE FORMULA AND ITS APPLICATIONS
consequence of this is that the sample size needed is

These calculations assume that one can observe cross- proportional to the estimate of the recombination rate
overs in gametes derived from an F1 hybrid, which is R. If one believes that there are 750 kb/cM then the
heterozygous for the target locus, that the genotype of needed sample size for a given success probability will
the target locus can be unambiguously determined, and be three times as large.
that recombination rates can be assumed to be constant Table 2 allows one to pick the sample size that will
near the target locus. Let T represent the distance (in produce a given probability. For example, if we want
kilobases) between two crossovers that bracket a target the recombination interval to be smaller than the target

with probability P � 0.95, then we should take NT/
(100R) � 4.744. In our example T � 100 kb and R �
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TABLE 2

Values of the design ratio NT/(100R) that are needed to
achieve success with probability P

P NT/(100R)

0.5 1.678
Figure 1.—Independent meiotic crossovers (x) observed 0.75 2.693

in a segment of chromosome containing a gene targeted for 0.90 3.890
positional cloning. T is the size of the genomic segment in 0.95 4.744
kilobases between the two closest flanking crossovers. 0.975 5.572

0.99 6.638

tions with the results of positional cloning experiments
in Arabidopsis (Table 2 in Lukowitz et al. 2000). In

i.e., the distances between successive crossovers areTable 3, N is the number of gametes (two times the
independent and have an exponential density withnumber of individuals screened), T gives the estimated
mean 1/N. See, for example, Durrett (1999, p.141).mapping resolution in kilobases, and P is the probability

3. The distances to the first crossover to the left (X)as computed by our formula of getting a result better
and right (Y) of the target site are independent expo-than the one observed assuming that R � 250 kb/cM
nentials with mean 1/N, so their sum X � Y has(the value they suggest in their article). Note that most
a gamma distribution. See, for example, Durrettof the P values are in the range 0.25–0.75, indicating
(1999, p. 129). This impliesthat these experimental results are typical of what we

expect. (If the assumptions underlying our formula are P(X � Y � z) � (1 � Nz)e�Nz.
correct then the observed P values will be uniformly

The distances X and Y are measured in morgans. Todistributed between 0 and 1.) One group got lucky in
convert our target from morgans to kilobases, we set z �localizing their target to a 20-kb interval using only a
T/(100R).sample of size 972, while another was somewhat unlucky

when their sample of size 1914 resulted in a 50-kb inter- The reader should note that until the last step all of
val. These results and the fact that the target size is our computations are exact; i.e., the size of the recombi-
proportional to R suggest that R � 250 kb/cM is a good nation interval is measured in morgans and has a gamma
guess for Arabidopsis. distribution. In the last step we use the assumption of

a constant recombination rate per unit distance near
(i.e., within 2T kb) the target to convert from morgansDERIVATION
to kilobases.

The formula is obtained by combining the following
facts:

DISCUSSION
1. When distances are measured in morgans, recombi-

Two cases cause severe reduction or suppression ofnations follow a Poisson process with rate 1; i.e., the
crossover events: centromeric regions (heterochromaticdistances between successive crossovers are indepen-
regions) or a chromosomal inversion between two par-dent and have an exponential density with mean 1.

2. When recombinations from N gametes are com-
bined, the result is a Poisson process with rate N; TABLE 3

Results of positional cloning experiments for various Arabi-
dopsis genes (reported in Lukowitz et al. 2000)TABLE 1

Probability that the target interval �100 kb for Gene N T P
various sample sizes N

KNF 972 20 0.1832
GN 1058 50 0.6245N NT/(100R) P
IFL 1 1304 30 0.4636
MP 1796 20 0.4208200 0.8 0.1912

400 1.6 0.4751 BRI 1 1914 50 0.8950
IXR 1 2112 10 0.2074600 2.4 0.6916

800 3.2 0.8288 NIM 1 2276 30 0.7569
ZLL 2500 20 0.59401000 4.0 0.9084

1200 4.8 0.9523 KN 2696 30 0.8333
WUS 3150 10 0.35891400 5.6 0.9756

1600 6.4 0.9877 SUP 5026 10 0.5968
CYT 1 5696 10 0.66411800 7.2 0.9939
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